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This paper introduces an interconnect delay fault test 
(IDFT) controller on boards and system-on-chips (SoCs) 
with IEEE 1149.1 and IEEE 1500 wrappers. By capturing 
the transition signals launched during one system clock, 
interconnect delay faults operated by different system 
clocks can be simultaneously tested with our technique. 
The proposed IDFT technique does not require any 
modification on boundary scan cells. Instead, a small 
number of logic gates needs to be plugged around the test 
access port controller. The IDFT controller is compatible 
with the IEEE 1149.1 and IEEE 1500 standards. The 
superiority of our approach is verified by implementation 
of the controller with benchmark SoCs with IEEE 1500 
wrapped cores. 
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I. Introduction 

As board and system-on-chip (SoC) integration density and 
the speed of system clocks increase, it is crucial to test delay as 
well as conventional static faults on interconnect wires. 
Boundary scan design is a design-for-testability technique to 
simplify the application of test patterns for the detection and 
diagnosis of different faults at levels of packages, such as chips, 
modules, boards, and backplanes. Both the IEEE 1149.1 
standard for board testing and IEEE 1500 standard for 
embedded core testing have become increasingly prevalent as 
industrial standards [1], [2].  

The IEEE boundary scan architecture consists of test access 
ports (TAPs), a TAP controller, and instruction and data 
registers. Test data input (TDI), test data output (TDO), test 
clock (TCK), test mode selector (TMS), and test reset (TRST) 
constitute the TAP, and TRST is optional. All of the input and 
output pins of a chip are connected to input and output 
boundary scan cells, respectively. The IEEE boundary scan 
instructions can be classified into compulsory instructions, such 
as BYPASS, external test (EXTEST), and SAMPLE 
/PRELOAD, and optional instructions, such as CLAMP, 
HIGHZ, and RUNBIST [1].  

As shown in Fig. 1, the TAP controller is a finite state machine 
with 16 states. It mainly enables the application of patterns to 
data and instruction registers as well as the observation of test 
responses. The interconnect faults on a board can be classified 
into stuck-at, stuck open, shorted net, and delay. Interconnect 
delay defects prevent rising or falling values from reaching the 
receiver within a system clock interval. 

This paper introduces a new technique which makes it 
possible to test delay defects in addition to the static 
interconnect faults with the EXTEST instruction. The method 
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Fig. 1. 16 states of IEEE 1149.1 TAP controller. 
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to apply and observe interconnect test patterns and state 
transitions of the TAP controller upon the TMS values can be 
summarized as follows.  
 

Step 1. EXTEST instruction is read and decoded. The state 
transition is the following: RESET → IDLE → Select-DR  → 
Select-IR → Capture-IR → Shift-IR → … → EXIT1-IR → 
Update-IR →. 

Step 2. Interconnect test patterns are serially applied through 
the boundary scan register. The corresponding state transitions 
are the following: Select-DR → Capture-DR → Shift-DR → 
… → EXIT1-DR →. 

Step 3. Test patterns read are applied to the Update latch and 
the signals are propagated to input boundary scan cells (BSCs) in 
parallel. The corresponding state transitions are the following: 
Update-DR → Select-DR → Capture-DR →. 

Step 4. Test responses captured are shifted out through BSCs 
to TDO. The corresponding state transitions are the following: 
Capture-DR → Shift-DR → … → EXIT1-DR →. 

 
Update-DR and Update-IR states are active on the falling 

edge of the TCK while all the others are active on the rising 
edge. The timing diagram of step 3 is shown in Fig. 2. Update-
DR (UpdateDR) and Capture-DR (ClockDR) are active on the 
Update and Capture dotted lines, respectively; thus, 2.5 TCKs 
are required from Update-DR to Capture-DR. That is, it takes 
2.5 TCKs from the application of the interconnect test patterns 
through the output BSCs to the observation of test responses to 
the input BSCs. Although the number of TCK cycles has no 
relevance to the detection of static interconnect faults, the test  

 

Fig. 2. Launch and observation timing interval of 2.5 TCKs by 
IEEE 1149.1 TAP controller. 
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responses must be observed in a system clock cycle to detect 
delay defects. Since the delay defects cannot be tested with the 
IEEE boundary scan design, either the state diagram of the 
TAP controller or boundary scan cells must be changed to 
capture the responses within associated system clock intervals, 
especially if multiple system clocks are involved. Even if a test 
control technique allows the launched signal to be captured 
within an associated system clock interval, the skews on the 
TCK or system clocks may invalidate the test results.  

This paper presents interconnect delay fault test (IDFT) 
solutions on boards and SoCs operating with multiple system 
clocks. Related works are introduced in section II, and  
section III describes IDFT circuits and the test procedure with 
IEEE 1149.1. In section IV, the IDFT for an SoC with IEEE 
1500 wrappers is presented. Comparative analysis from design 
experiments shows the superiority of our approach in section V, 
and the conclusion follows in section VI. 

II. Related Work  

The IEEE 1149.1 standard has an inherent deficiency in 
testing delay defects on interconnect wires due to the required 
2.5 test clock interval from launching to capturing the test 
patterns. Boundary scanning has been used to test delay 
defects on I/O pads at wafer or package levels [3]; however, 
at-speed testing by multiple system clocks has not been 
properly addressed.  

An early capture latch was added to each input BSC to 
sample the test responses [4], and an early capture control 
register (ECCR) composed of flip-flops and inverters was 
additionally required to test interconnects operated by 
different system clocks [5]. However, extra hardware for each 
boundary scan cell is required to adopt this method.  

Programmable delay logic was introduced to capture the 
responses early or to update the stimuli later [6], but in practice 
it is very hard to analyze and implement the delay proposed.  

An additional test pin is used to synchronize the test clock  
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Fig. 3. Clock skew problem on the interconnect delay test. 
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Fig. 4. Skews of UpdateDR control signals. 
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and system clocks to precisely measure the launching value 
within a system clock interval, but the incompatibility with the 
standard may prevent scalability in system boards and SoCs [7].  

Without modifying the BSC, a late update and system 
clock multiplexing technique was proposed, but multiple 
system clocks and IEEE 1500 wrappers were not addressed 
[8]. Multi-frequency core wrappers were presented for 
internal at-speed testing without handling interconnects 
among cores [9]. 

Suppose an interconnect delay fault from chip A to chip B 
is to be tested by implementing the programmable delay logic 
proposed in [6]. The effects of skews on test control signals 
are analyzed in Fig. 3. Figure 3(a) shows a case in which the 
measured duration is longer than the target programmable 
delay; that is, any interconnect delay may go undetected due 
to the early update at chip A. A different case can also occur 

as shown in Fig. 3(b) where the early launching signal from 
chip A results in a shorter target clock period. Hence, 
although there is no interconnect delay, testing results may 
indicate that such a delay does exist. The converse situation 
also arises. Recently a static timing analysis (STA) tool has 
been extensively used to synchronize the test signals on an 
SoC.  

Figure 4 shows an example design in which the skews of the 
IEEE 1149.1 TAP UpdateDR signals on different modules are 
precisely shown. By adding buffers, the skews can be 
drastically minimized. Likewise, a similar STA tool can be 
extensively adopted to reduce clock skews on boards to 
compensate the optimistic and pessimistic results of [6]. 
Instead of adding different programmable delay logics to the 
TAP controller [6], which is in practice hard to attain, this paper 
introduces a simple IDFT controller whose details will be 
described in the following section. 

III. IDFT on Boards with IEEE 1149.1 Chips  

The key feature of our IDFT is to design an edge generator 
corresponding to each system clock. One board with two chips 
(chips 1 and 2) operating with the same system clock is 
introduced in Fig. 5. The IDFT controller transforms the 
signals from a standard TAP controller to late update UpDR 
and early capture CapDR with the Delay_EXTEST instruction. 
Note that the UpDR and CapDR control signals driven by the 
IDFT controller shown in Fig. 5 are different from the 
UpdateDR and ClockDR signals feeding each BSC. The 
output BSCs launch test stimuli at the rising edge of UpDR and 
the input BSCs capture the test responses exactly one system 
clock later by the CapDR signal. Most boards use several 
different system clocks to optimize the overall system 
performance [5]. To test delay defects on interconnects 
operated by different system clocks, the associated test data 
must be updated and captured only once according to the 
corresponding system clocks. We adopt the stretched Update-
DR state [4] to capture the responses early, but instead of 
changing each BSC, we attach a simple controller to the TAP 
controller for each system clock to provide modified update 
and capture control signals to the BSCs.  

An IDFT controller described as a finite state machine in 
Fig. 6 has to perform update and capture operations during the 
Update-DR state and it must perform a shift operation during 
the Shift-DR state. Figure 7 shows the detailed architecture of 
the IDFT controller. In normal mode, M1 and M2 choose 
UpdateDR and ClockDR by the IDFT_Mode value of 0. In the 
Delay_EXTEST mode, the stretched IDFT_UpDR and 
IDFT_CapDR generated by the system clock, IDFT_Mode, 
and UpdateDR signals are chosen by the multiplexers. The key  
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Fig. 5. Interconnect delay fault test using IDFT controller. 
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Fig. 6. IDFT controller state diagram 
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Fig. 7. IDFT controller. 
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flip-flops are made inactive during normal mode by degating 
the SysCLK. The operation of our IDFT controller can be 
described in the following steps.  
 

Step 1. Shift in Delay_EXTEST instruction and 
IDFT_Mode control signal is set to 1 after decoding.  

Step 2. Shift in test stimuli.  
Step 3. Stretch Update-DR state to generate IDFT_UpDR 

and IDFT_CapDR from the UpdateDR, IDFT_Mode, and 
SysCLK.  

Step 4. Shift out test responses. 
 
By applying the above procedures, the timing diagram of  

Fig. 8 is obtained. The TCK, TMS, UpdateDR, ClockDR and 
ShiftDR signals are the standard signals from the IEEE 1149.1 
TAP controller. During the Update-DR state prolonged by 
TCK and TMS, UpDR and CapDR are transited from 0 to 1 
only once in a SysCLK interval. When the Update-DR state is 
over, UpDR and CapDR are transited from 1 to 0 at the rising 
edge of the system clock, and CapDR resumes the test signal of 
ClockDR during the Shift-DR state. 

To test delay defects on interconnects operated by multiple 
system clocks, only this simple IDFT controller is needed for 
each system clock. The UpDR and CapDR signals from each 
IDFT controller are connected to the set of output and input 
BSCs operated by the corresponding system clock. Figure 9 
shows a timing diagram example for IDFT with multiple 
system clocks. Signals UpDR1 and CapDR1 are the outputs of 
one IDFT controller operated by SysCLK1, and the signals 
UpDR2and CapDR2 are the outputs of the other IDFT 
controller operated by SysCLK2. 

During the stretched Update-DR, UpDR1 and CapDR1 are 
transited from 0 to 1 only once in a SysCLK1 interval, and 
UpDR2 and CapDR2 are also transited from 0 to 1 once in a 
SysCLK2 interval. When the Update-DR state is over, signals 
UpDR1 and UpDR2 are transited from 1 to 0 at the rising edge 
of each system clock, and CapDR1 and CapDR2 resume the 
test signal of ClockDR during the Shift-DR state. 

The IDFT controller dedicated to each system clock is  
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Fig. 8. Timing diagram of IDFT controller. 
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Fig. 9. IDFT timing diagram with multiple system clocks. 
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designed not to produce any glitch by activating the FF1 and 
FF2 only upon the IDFT_mode and UpdateDR signals. Even if 
the test and system clocks are not synchronized, since those 
clocks are not multiplexed in our scheme, it is fairly unlikely 
that the clock would include any glitch. Thus, we can have a 
high level of confidence that any delay defect on interconnect 
nets operated with different system clocks can be properly 
tested by tolerating any skew among test and system clocks 
through our IDFT controller. 

IV. IDFT in SoCs with IEEE 1500 

1. Interface of IEEE 1149.1 to IEEE 1500 

The IEEE 1500 standard is used for testing embedded cores 
while preserving scalability for hierarchical test access. The 
IEEE 1500 standard provides a flexible hardware interface 
between an embedded core and its environment so that the 
predefined test patterns can be efficiently delivered to and from 
the embedded core. The core test wrapper standardized by 
IEEE 1500 has the following features [2].  

•  It provides the core test, interconnect test, and bypass mode 
which are subsets of IEEE 1149.1 modes. 

• It may connect the core boundary chain (wrapper) to any 
internal scan chain to perform internal testing of the cores. 

•  The various modes of the core test wrapper are operated by 
several control signals in general generated through an SoC 
TAP controller.   

The IEEE 1500 architecture consists of the IEEE 1500 
wrapper register, TAM connection, instruction register, and 
control signals provided externally. The wrapper boundary cell 
(WBC), wrapper serial input (WSI), wrapper serial output 
(WSO) and wrapper serial control (WSC) are shown in Fig. 10. 
In general, control signals to access the WSP are provided by 
an existing IEEE 1149.1 TAP controller with an interface glue 
logic as shown in Fig. 11, where some mechanisms are 
required to select the cores or the chip and to set up, release, 
and change serial scan paths [2], [10]-[13]. The WRCK is 
directly connected to the TCK and SelectWIR, whose value of 
1 indicates the selection of WIR and 0 the selection of WBR, is 
connected to the Select signal of the TAP controller. From the 
WSC signals, the control signals for each WBC are generated by 
the logic of Fig. 12. When WBCs are selected (SelectWIR= 0), 
 

 

Fig. 10. IEEE 1500 wrapper and WSP. 
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Fig. 11. TAP to WSP glue logic. 
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Fig. 12. WSC to WBC logic. 
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Fig. 13. IDFT controller for IEEE 1500. 
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this logic enables each WBC to perform the update, shift, and 
capture functions by passing ShiftWR to ShiftDR_Sig and 
WRCK to CapDR_Sig and UpDR_Sig, respectively [2], [14]. 

2. IDFT among IEEE 1500 Wrapped Cores 

The IEEE 1500 standard defines various types of WBCs 
such as single flip-flop types without update storage, two flip-
flops types with update storage, and multiple flip-flops types  

 

Fig. 14. Timing diagram of IDFT controller. 
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with a number of shift-path storages [2]. For WBCs without 
update storage, more complex clock gating and control logics 
have to be added to support the shift, update, and capture 
events with a single flip-flop. Therefore, in this paper, we only 
consider the WBCs with more than one flip-flop, such as the 
BSC shown in Fig. 5. When an IEEE 1500 wrapped core 
includes WBCs with update storage, the delay defects on 
interconnects among IEEE 1500 wrapped cores can be easily 
tested by implementing our IDFT controller and applying the 
test procedures described in section III. Figure 13 shows the 
detailed connections of the IDFT controller to an IEEE 1500 
wrapped core. The timing diagram of TAP to WSP interface 
logic, WSC to WBC logic, and the IDFT controller is precisely 
described in Fig. 14. If multiple system clocks are involved, the 
IDFT controller for each system clock is needed.  

In summary, interconnects on any SoC with IEEE 1149.1 
and IEEE 1500 cores operated by multiple system clocks can 
be effectively tested with our technique. 

V. Design Experiment and Comparative Analysis  

An SoC with IEEE 1500 wrapped cores was designed to  
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Fig. 15. Example of an SoC with multiple clock domains. 
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Fig. 16. IDFT simulation results between IEEE 1500 wrapped cores. 

 
verify the operation of IDFT. The block diagram is shown in 
Fig. 15. Three IEEE 1500 wrapped cores are controlled by an 
SoC TAP, and two system clocks, CLK1 and CLK2, are 

adopted. CLK1 interfaces between core 1 and core 2, and 
CLK2 interfaces between core 3 and core 1. Both core 1 and 
core 3 have one IDFT controller each. Since core 2 includes  
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Table 1. Comparison with existing techniques. 

 
BSC 

modification 
TAP 

modification 

Multiple 
clock 

domains 

Delay on 
normal 

operation
Early capture 

[4] R NR NS E 

ECCR [5] R NR S E 
Programmable 

delay [6] NR NR S NE 

Late update [8] NR R NS NE 

IDFTC NR NR S NE 

 R: Required  NR: Not required    S: Supported    
E: Exist  NE: Does not exist   NS: Not supported 

Table 2. Comparison of total cell area. 

Chips 
Method  

TI TMS320    
C6713      

# of IBSC = 126  
# of clk dom. = 3 

Intel Xeon    
processor   

# of IBSC = 165 
# of clk dom. = 4 

Intel Pentium III  
Xeon processor 
# of IBSC = 284
# of clk dom. = 4

 TCA RR TCA RR TCA RR
Early capture 

[4] 9429.84 9.25 12348.60 9.08 21255.56 15.64

Programmable 
delay [6] 1693.44 1.66 2257.92 1.66 2257.92 1.66

IDFTC 1019.52 1 1359.36 1 1359.36 1 

 

two separate parts, one operating at CLK1 and another at 
CLK2, two IDFT controllers are needed. A benchmark SoC is 
described as Verilog-HDL and is synthesized through 
Synopsys with the Samsung 0.18 μm technology library. The 
clocks for TCK, CLK1, and CLK2 are adopted as 100 MHz, 
200 MHz, and 125 MHz, respectively. In Fig. 16, the 
simulation results show that the patterns for net 1, net 2, net 3, 
and net 4 among different cores are successfully captured 
within one system clock cycle. 

Compared with previous studies [4]-[6], [8], our IDFT 
controller fully complies with IEEE standards and supports an 
SoC with IEEE 1149.1 and IEEE 1500 wrapped cores. Normal 
operation is not affected by our technique, and no additional 
power is required by activating the IDFT controller only during 
the update stage of Delay_EXTEST. 

Table 1, where IDFTC denotes our IDFT controller, 
precisely compares various aspects with other techniques. In 
Early capture [4], a latch must be added in each BSC adding 
extra delay during normal operation. ECCR [5] supports  
multiple clock domains with a BSC similar to early capture. 
Programmable delay [6] does not require BSC and TAP 
modification with supporting multiple clocks; however, precise 

analysis and implementation of the delay is in practice hard to 
attain. In late update [8], TAP needs to be modified to control 
the 1.5 TCK late UpdateDR generator and system clock 
multiplexers. Compared with other techniques, our IDFT has 
the advantages of not modifying BSC and TAP and supporting 
multiple clocks without affecting normal operation. 

Table 2 shows additional area overhead incurred by using 
different DFT techniques for three commercial chips. Since the 
IDFT requires only the wrapper cell information among cores 
or chips, the results in this table are achieved only by 
considering the BSCs and TAP control logics. The numbers of 
input BSCs are 126, 165 and 284. The numbers of clocks are 3, 
4, and 4, respectively for the three chips. The TCA indicates the 
total cell area obtained after synthesizing the chip design by 
Synopsys Design Analyzer. The TCA of early capture [4] 
depends only on the number of BSCs, while the TCAs of 
programmable delay [8] and the proposed IDFT controller 
depend only on the number of clock domains. For the chip TI 
TMS320C6713, the area overheads of early capture and 
programmable delay are 9.25 and 1.66 times higher than our 
IDFT controller, respectively. 

VI. Conclusion 

An efficient interconnect delay fault test (IDFT) controller 
was introduced for boards or SoCs operated by multiple 
system clocks. The IDFT controller enables the launched test 
stimuli to be captured by input cells within one system clock 
cycle and for multiple system clocks. Only the simple IDFT 
controller is needed for each system clock. Compared with 
other techniques, our IDFT controller fully complies with 
IEEE 1149.1 and IEEE 1500 standards, and the system speed 
and power are not affected. 
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